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ABSTRACT • The latest progress in the fi eld of optics and microelectronics resulted in the development of new 
generation vision systems capable of scanning surface topography with very high sampling frequencies. The blue 
color of illuminating light as well as novel systems for controlling ultra-thin laser line thickness allows the mea-
surement of the porous surface of wood with a triangulation method. Three alternative sensors were tested here 
in order to verify their suitability for the determination of surface topography in the industrial environment. The 
scanning head was installed at the exit zone of the four-side profi ling moulder and was set to scrutinize the wood 
surface shape line-by-line, immediately after profi ling. The sensor was also tested for automatic detection of sur-
face defects appearing on the elements after sanding, wetting and painting with various fi nishing products. The set 
of pilot test results is presented, together with an original algorithm for real-time surface defects detection.

Keywords: wood surface smoothness; triangulation scanner; surface defects; in-line

SAŽETAK • Najnoviji napredak u području optike i mikroelektronike rezultirao je novom generacijom skenera 
koji mogu skenirati topografi ju površine vrlo visokom frekvencijom uzorkovanja. Svjetlost plave boje, kao i novi 
sustav za kontrolu vrlo tanke laserske zrake omogućuju mjerenje porozne površine drva metodom triangulacije. 
Testirana su tri alternativna senzora kako bi se potvrdila njihova prikladnost za određivanje topografi je površine 
u industrijskim uvjetima. Glava za skeniranje postavljena je na izlazu četverostranoga profi lnoga glodala kako bi 
se odmah nakon profi liranja pomno linijski skenirala površina drva. Senzor je također testiran za automatsko ot-
krivanje površinskih grešaka na elementima nakon brušenja, vlaženja i premazivanja različitim premaznim materi-
jalima. Predstavljen je set rezultata pilot-ispitivanja, zajedno s originalnim algoritmom za otkrivanje površinskih 
grešaka u realnom vremenu.

Ključne riječi: glatkoća površine drva; triangularni skener; površinske greške; linijsko skeniranje
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1  INTRODUCTION
1.  UVOD

Surface smoothness of products manufactured 
from wood is a critical property highly affecting prod-
uct quality, its value and in-service life performance 
(Sandak, 2005). In a majority of cases, the surface of 
wood is an effect of the material allowance removed 
with a sharp cutting edge. The magnitude of roughness 

depends on several factors, where material properties, 
machining process kinematics, cutting tool conditions 
and machining imperfections are dominant (Škaljić et 
al., 2009; Sofuoğlu, 2015). The ability for monitoring 
surface quality at the early stage of the production pro-
cess was always a desire of process engineers (Nasir 
and Cool, 2018). Several methods were proposed for 
that purpose, but none of these were widely accepted 
by the wood industries. The superior methodology for 
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monitoring surface smoothness should be non-contact, 
very fast, allowing on-line (preferably in-process) as-
sessment and accurate enough to detect undesired de-
fects (Zhao, 1992; Zhao, 1995; Župerl and Čuš, 2019; 
Dobrzynski et al., 2019; Lu et al., 2019). The best sur-
face roughness scanner should allow measurement not 
only of a surface profi le but rather the whole surface 
area (Kiliç et al., 2018; Lu et al., 2017).

Wood surface measurements can be performed in 
industrial conditions assuming in-line, on-line or off-
line strategies (Figure 1). In-line installation of the 
smoothness sensor allows early detection of machining 
imperfections as the sensor monitors roughness direct-
ly after the cutting tool. In that case, the scanning fre-
quency must be high enough to assure suffi cient repre-
sentation of the surface, considering very high feed 
speeds of modern processing systems. The sensor itself 
has to be very rigid and resistant to harsh environments 
(dust, vibrations, shocks, etc.). As an alternative to the 
in-line approach, surface smoothness can be measured 
on the selected representative samples following an 
off-line strategy. In that case, the sample is removed 
from the production line and presented to the measure-
ment system in a specially conditioned place (e.g., 
laboratory). Off-line measurement allows superior re-
production of surface topography, including whole 
area evaluation as well as high topography magnifi ca-
tion and optimal resolution. An apparent limitation of 
this solution is manual operation and inability for con-
tinuous analysis of a very limited number of samples. 
In between in-line and off-line is, therefore, on-line 
strategy, where the roughness sensor is installed sepa-
rately from the woodworking machines on the main 
conveyer or for-the-purpose separated by-stream meas-
urement line. On-line installation of the sensor allows 
measurement of all (or at least a high fraction) of pro-
duced surfaces, substantially increasing reliability of 
the quality assurance system (Lu and Tian, 2006).

The latest advancement in the fi eld of optics and 
microelectronics resulted in the development of new 
generation vision systems capable of scanning surface 
topography. Interferometry, confocal microscopy or 
image stacking decomposition, are today widely used 
methods for surface topography mapping in laborato-
ries or off-line applications (de Grot, 2019). On the 
other hand, triangulation systems allow for scanning 
surfaces with very high sampling frequencies, while 
still assuring accurate surface roughness reconstruction 
(Sandak and Negri, 2007). Problematic red-light scat-
ter on the fi brous surface of wood has been recently 
minimized by implementing blue lasers as a source of 
light (Šustek and Siklienka, 2018). In that case, short 
light wavelengths minimize laser line thickness, di-

minishing the unwanted “tracheid effect”. Such trian-
gulation systems have been recently introduced on the 
market but never tested for their suitability in wood 
industries.

Aesthetical function of the wood surface domi-
nates the highly customer-oriented market, where sev-
eral alternatives to wood are available in a variety of 
applications (Manuel et al., 2015). One of the most 
demanding sectors is window production, where tech-
nical requirements for the surface quality of the fi nal 
product are extremely high. Wood machining is an in-
tegral part of the production process for wooden win-
dow frames, where the surface generated by planing 
directly affects the sequence of operations that follow, 
especially surface fi nishing by coating or painting. In 
practice, it is very diffi cult to determine the state of cut-
ting tools, where these are required to be re-sharpened 
or replaced. The excessive presence of surface defects 
increases production costs and absorbs qualifi ed hu-
man resources for reparations. The challenge for this 
project was, therefore, to investigate the possibility of 
integrating state-of-the-art optical sensors with run-
ning production lines. Such sensors should scan the 
generated surface topography in-line or on-line, assur-
ing autonomous operation and continuous data acquisi-
tion. Use of the sensor-derived data was to both: 
alert operators about the presence of surface defects 

resulting from the wood cutting process, and
determine optimal time for replacement of the cut-

ting tools, assuring compromise between long ser-
vice life of the tool itself and superior surface quality 
of products.

This paper presents some of the preliminary re-
sults obtained during a pilot industrial test, together 
with a prototype software solution developed for the 
analysis of data provided by the surface smoothness 
sensor.

2  MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.  MATERIJALI I METODE

2.1  Triangulation sensors
2.1.  Senzori za trianguliranje

Three alternative sensors were identifi ed for test-
ing in order to verify their suitability for the determina-
tion of wood surface topography in the industrial envi-
ronment:
Keyence LJ-7200 (scanned profi le length: 62 mm, 

spatial resolution: 0.10 mm)
Keyence LJ-7080 (scanned profi le length: 32 mm, 

spatial resolution: 0.05 mm)
Keyence LJ-7020 (scanned profi le length: 7 mm, 

spatial resolution: 0.01 mm)

Figure 1 Assessment strategies for wood surface smoothness in the production factory
Slika 1. Strategije procjene glatkoće površine drva u proizvodnji
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All sensors were equipped with similar CCD de-
tectors but different arrangement of optical compo-
nents (Keyence, 2019). As a result, with increasing 
scanning length, the spatial resolution (along the 
scanned profi le) was reduced, as well as accuracy for 
the determination of the minute surface irregularities, 
such as wood anatomical components. Figure 2 pre-
sents an example of surface profi les acquired by three 
sensors from the same wood sample (planed friezes 
made of Scots pine, measured in slightly different posi-
tions along the piece). It is evident that LJ-7200 cov-
ered a very wide part of the object, but the surface 
defi nition was relatively poor, especially when com-
pared with LJ-7020. This disqualifi ed the wide-range 
sensor for further investigations of surface smoothness 
assessment; however, this sensor has been identifi ed as 
an optimal quality control tool for the accuracy of pro-
fi ling complex frame shapes used in window produc-
tion. Both LJ-7080 and LJ-7020 sensors were selected 
for further tests and integrated with production lines.

The scanning frequency of triangulation scanners 
varied between 200 Hz and 2000 Hz, depending on the 
expected scanning density and available data for post-
processin g. It was possible to increase the scanning 
frequency even more (top scanning speed of 16 μs/62.5 
kHz), but, in that case, spatial resolution of the surface 
maps along the scanned profi le decreased due to neces-
sary pixel binning. 

Two optional placements for the smoothness sen-
sor were recognized in the production line of the win-
dow producing factory: 
in-line: installed directly after the fi nal planing head 

of the profi ling moulder and before the water wetting 
station, and 

on-line: on the conveyer transporting elements be-
tween operations.

Both options were tested during the pilot, provid-
ing important decision-making observations and a se-
ries of topography maps acquired during scanning of 
the produced elements. The in-line option was superior 
from the reliability point of view, assuring very fast 
and direct detection of surface defects − linking the 
surface quality with a specifi c cutting t ool. An impor-
tant disadvantage was limited access to the sensor due 
to restricted space available in the machine and its vi-
brations. It is expected that the optical sensor has to be 
frequently inspected and cleaned from dust present in 
the vicinity of the cutting tools. The second obstacle 
for in-line implementation was the fact that, according 
to the technological process, the wood surface of win-
dow frame elements was wetted in order to lift any 
loose fi bers before implementing other operations. The 
wetting process resulted in dramatic changes of the 
wood surface smoothness itself (Molnár et al., 2019).

The on-line option was identifi ed as superior for 
the pilot testing as it allowed the measurement of real 
production samples as well as pre-selected specimens 
containing specifi c surface characteristics. In this case, 
the belt conveyor was adapted as a sample feeder, 
while the smoothness sensor was fi xed to the conveyor 
mechanical frame. The feed speed was set at 5 m/min, 
which corresponded to the real production speeds used 
in the window frame factory. 

In both cases (in-line and on-line), the data from 
sensors were properly acquired and stored on the com-
puter hard disk for further post-processing.

2.2  Model samples
2.2.  Model uzoraka

The engineers supervising the production process 
in the window factory pre-selected a number of sam-
ples representing diverse surface quality grades corre-
sponding to different production stages and examples 

Figure 2 Examples of planed wood (Scots pine) surface profi les acquired with tested sensor s: Keyence LJ-7020, LJ-7080 and 
LJ-7200
Slika 2. Primjer profi la površine izblanjanog drva običnog bora dobivenih ispitnim senzorima Keyence LJ-7020, LJ-7080 i LJ-7200
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of surface defects commonly occurring on the pro-
duced wooden elements. The samples included: raw 
resources arriving from the suppliers – before profi l-
ing, wooden elements resulting from planing with dif-
ferent confi gurations of the grain angles, elements after 
surface sanding, elements with repaired defects by 
means of fi lling and fi nished wooden frames, assuming 
different coatings, colors and number of layers. The 
identifi cation, as well as description of surface defects, 
was conducted in collaboration with process engineers 
and operators. The most problematic surface defect 
highlighted was torn grain.

2.3  Software for data post-processing
2.3.  Softver za obradu podataka

The quantity of data generated during wood sur-
face scanning with investigated sensors was very high, 
requiring development of dedicated software tools ena-
bling real-time data acquisition and data mining. Cus-
tom software was developed in LabView 2017 (Na-
tional Instruments) implementing the algorithm 
presented in Figure 3. The data were acquired as a 
stream directly from the triangulation sensor control-
ler. These were post-processed twofold:
grey scale image was generated to simplify visualiza-

tion of the surface topography, and
data were processed independently for each scanned 

profi le, determining standardized surface roughness 
parameters and variation along the sample length. 

The surface images (maps) were used for further 
detailed analysis by means of open-source software 
Gwyddion (2019), which allowed optional fi ltering, 
fl attening as well as computation of 3D surface rough-
ness parameters, among others. The fl attening of sur-
face topography maps was performed by subtracting 
the main plane from the primary dataset. No band pass 
fi ltering was applied here to extract topography com-
ponents, with exception of spike removal. Spikes were 
unwanted artefacts in the primary profi les that were not 
related to the measured surface but to the triangulation 
system errors, such as refl ectance and shape disconti-
nuity, corner or sensor occlusion (Sandak, 2007). These 
were removed by implementing “mask of outliers” tool 
 of the Gwyddion software.

From the industrial implementation point of view, 
however, the second approach (single profi le at once 
analysis) was more effi cient. The raw set of data col-
lected from the sensor was fi rst fi ltered to remove border 
artefacts and spikes (single pixel wide and exceptionally 
high data points far from the mean line). The form error 
was also removed by extracting linear fi tting of the sur-
face profi le points (ri). Root Mean Square deviation of 
the primary profi le (Pq) parameter was then computed 
on the fi ltered and fl attened data according to ASME 
B46.1-2009 and ISO 4287-1997, as presented in Eq. 1:

  (1)

The Pq value can then be confronted with the 
threshold, and the operator can be alerted if the limit is 
frequently exceeded. The fi nal adjustment of both 

threshold and allowed limit exceeding was not per-
formed within the framework of this research. It has to 
be confronted with real production requirements in the 
case of future implementation of the system. Neverthe-
less, the value of the threshold should refl ect the spe-
cifi c quality requirements for each component type and 
be closely related to the statistical process control data 
provided by the production managers.

3  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.  REZULTATI I RASPRAVA

Figure 4 presents a direct comparison of profi les 
extracted for the 3D surface smoothness maps for both 
sensors tested on-line. It is evident that both provided 
very similar profi le outlines, with LJ-7020 being slightly 
more precise in representation of the short wavelength 
components. Both the spatial distribution of irregulari-
ties and these heights are matching. It indicates high 
suitability of both sensors for practical implementation.

The scanning frequency affects the number of de-
tails (profi les) used for the detection of surface defects. 

Acquire single profile
Dobivanje jednog profila

Form error correction
Izbacivanje grešaka

Filter spikes
Vrhovi filtra

Compute roughness parameters

Compare with treshold

Is roughness within limits?

Alert operator

Yes
Da

No
Ne

Figure 3 Algorithm for implementing a simple monitoring 
system alerting machine operation about excessive surface 
irregularities resulting from the machining process
Slika 3. Algoritam za primjenu jednostavnog sustava 
praćenja koji upozorava na rad stroja i nastajanje prevelikih 
neravnina tijekom procesa obrade
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Figure 5 presents the results of scanning of the same 
specimen with the frequency of 200, 1000 and 2000 Hz. 
The arrow corresponds to the same reference length. The 
spatial resolution is, therefore, 10 times higher in the case 
of 2000 Hz scanning, providing also 10 times more data 
to be processed in real time. As the presence of torn grain 
was hardly detected on the 200 Hz scanning frequency, it 
was assumed that 1000 Hz was an optimal scanning fre-
quency with conveyor feed speed of 5 m/min.

According to production managers, torn grain was 
considered the most problematic surface defect (Far-
rokhpayam et al., 2010). The specifi c characteristics of 
torn grain (void under the mean surface line of relatively 
high depth and width) allow automatic detection by sim-
ple thresholding of the surface image af ter removing the 
form error. Figure 6 presents an example of torn grain as 
sensed on-line with the triangulation sensor. It is also 
evident that the appearance of the surface profi le corre-
sponding to earlywood and latewood differs. It is not 
clear, however, if the differences are affected by the ana-
tomical structure topography or by differences in laser 
light scattered on optically varying wood zones. Addi-
tional laboratory tests with benchmark references meth-
od are therefore required to ultimately defi ne the trian-
gulation sensor limitations.

Other surfaces were also tested in the pilot instal-
lation, with some of the results summarized in Figure 
7. The 3D surface map, generated on the basis of sen-

sor readings as well as Pq smoothness computed for 
each profi le along the scanning length, are presented 
for samples provided by production managers. As 
mentioned above, it was rather easy to detect torn grain 
as these irregularities have high Pq values. The results 
follow the expected trends, where the implementation 
of technological operations (with the exception of wet-
ting) reduced overall smoothness. The surface rough-
ness of fi nished surfaces was the smallest and most 
uniformly distributed along the sample length.

Figure 8 presents an example of representative 
profi les scanned on model samples, including sections 
covering defects or other distinctive topography fea-
tures. The presence of torn grain is evident in samples 
#2, #4 and #6. Moreover, the decrease of smoothness 
profi le amplitude is noticeable during the implementa-
tion of subsequent fi nishing process steps. The smooth-
est surfaces are perceived for coated samples, with the 
exception of #6 where wavy structure is related to the 
presence of miniature torn grains and surface pattern on 
early- and late- wood caused by water-based coating.

A comparative summary of these measurements 
is presented in Figure 9 as a histogram of Pq smooth-
ness determined for each sample. The roughest were 
rough planed board (#1) and excessive torn grain (#2), 
in contrast to the coated white sample (#8) with a sin-
gle histogram peak in the lowest smoothness bin. The 
histogram analysis was found as the most promising 

Figure 4 Comparison of profi les extracted from 3D map of sanded and painted window frame surface made of Scots pine 
measured with Keyence LJ-7080 (top) and LJ-7020 (bottom)
Slika 4. Usporedba profi la ekstrahiranih iz 3D karte brušene i premazane površine prozorske okvirnice od borovine i 
izmjerene uz pomoć senzora Keyence LJ-7080 (gore) i LJ-7020 (dolje)

Figure 5 3D surface irregularity map of wooden board including torn grain and fi ller scanned with different sampling 
frequencies and constant feed speed (5 m/min)
Slika 5. 3D karta nepravilnosti površine drvene ploče koja obuhvaća iskidanu žicu i kit, skenirana različitom frekvencijom 
uzorkovanja i uz konstantnu brzinu ulaganja (5 m/min)

200 Hz

1000 Hz

2000 Hz
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tool for real-time implementation of the on-line surface 
smoothness measuring system. Again, fi nal adjust-
ments (setting the bin size, threshold level and its val-
ue) have to be defi ned case-by-case during routine op-
eration of the scanner. 

4  CONCLUSIONS
4.  ZAKLJUČAK

The present research was triggered by discussion 
with production managers raising an emerging prob-
lem of wood surface smoothness assessment in indus-
trial realities. Optimal sensors for refi ned (Keyence 
LJ-7020) and accurate enough (Keyence LJ-7080) 
scanning of the wood surface topography were tested 
in an industrial environment in-line and on-line. Both 
sensors proved their usability and were able to access 
surfaces of diverse qualities and fi nishing states. A sim-
ple algorithm for real-time data processing has been 
proposed and implemented as a prototype. The follow-
up to this project, including the development of a dedi-
cated portable scanner for in-fi eld inspection of pro-
duced elements with an optional integration to the 
processing lines, is currently under way.
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Figure 6 Torn grain, early- and late-wood identifi ed on 3D surface irregularity map of sanded Scots pine surface and on 
extracted irregularity profi le (sensor LJ-7080)
Slika 6. Iskidana žica te rano i kasno drvo otkriveni na 3D karti nepravilnosti brušene površine borovine i na ekstrahiranom 
profi lu nepravilnosti (senzor LJ-7080)

Scanning direction
smjer skeniranja

3D surface irregularity map
3D karta nepravilnosti površine

Top view of the surface irregularity map
tloct karte nepravilnosti površine

Irregularity profi le along 
the diagonal line

profi l nepravilnosti duž 
dijagonalne linije

Earlywood zone
rano drvo

Latewood zone
kasno drvo

Torn grain / iskidana vlakanca
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scanning/sample length = 500 mm / duljina skeniranja/uzorka = 500 mm

#1 rough planed board
#1 grubo blanjana ploča

#5 sanded, defects fi lled with resin
#5 brušeno, greške ispunjene smolom

#2 torn grain
#2 iskidana žica

#6 coated (white), with torn grains and rings
#6 premazano (bijelo), s iskidanom žicom i godovima

#3 surface after wetting
#3 površina nakon vlaženja

#7 coated wood (grey)
#7 premazano drvo (sivo)

#4 torn grain and sanding
#4 iskidana žica i pobrušeno

#8 coated wood (white)
#8 premazano drvo (bijelo)

Figure 7 3D surface irregularity maps (grey scale) and Pq smoothness variation along wooden boards representing diverse 
stages of window frame fi nishing as scanned with Keyence LJ-7080 sensor
Slika 7. 3D karta nepravilnosti površine (siva skala) i Pq varijacija glatkoće uzduž drvenih ploča koje predočuju različite faze 
površinske obrade prozorske okvirnice kao što je skenirano senzorom LJ-7080 

Figure 8 Profi les extracted from 3D surface irregularity maps of Scots pine boards representing diverse stages of window 
frame fi nishing as scanned with Keyence LJ-7080 sensor: #1 – rough planed board, #2 – torn grain, #3 – surface after wetting, 
#4 – torn grain and sanding, #5 – sanded, defects fi lled with resin, #6 – coated (white), with torn grain and yearly rings, #7 – 
coated wood (grey), #8 – coated wood (white)
Slika 8. Profi li ekstrahirani iz 3D karti nepravilnosti površine ploča od borovine koji predočuju različite faze površinske obrade 
prozorske okvirnice skenirane senzorom Keyence LJ -7080: #1 – grubo blanjana ploča, #2 – iskidana vlakanca, #3 – površina 
nakon vlaženja, #4 – iskidana žica i pobrušeno, #5 – brušeno, greške ispunjene smolom, #6 – premazano (bijelo), s iskidanom 
žicom i godovima, #7 – premazano drvo (sivo), #8 – premazano drvo (bijelo)
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Figure 9 Histogram of Pq smoothness parameters measured on-line with Keyence sensor LJ-7080 on different wood surfaces 
(feed speed 2 m/min)
Slika 9. Histogram Pq parametara glatkoće izmjerenih online senzorom Keyence LJ-7080 na različitim površinama drva 
(brzina ulaganja 2 m/mm)

#1: rough planed board / grubo blanjana ploča 
#2: torn grain / istrgana žica
#3: surface after wetting / površina nakon vlaženja
#4: torn grain and sanding / istrgana žica i pobrušeno
#5: sanded, defects fi lled with resin / brušeno, greške ispunjene smolom
#6: coated (white), with torn grain / premazano (bijelo), s iskidanom žicom
#7: coated wood (grey) / premazano drvo (sivo)
#8: coated wood (white) / premazano drvo (bijelo)
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